Skills
French

MFL- French
Are you able to improve the
complexity of your answers?

Mastery in Year 11


The passive voice &
avoiding it



Subjunctive



Different ways of

Listening, Reading
& Writing skills

Can you discuss job
preferences & apply for a
job writing a formal letter?

expressing future plans


Giving extended reasons



The imperfect continuous



The pluperfect



Formal & informal writing



Specialist vocabulary

Mastery in Year 10
 Using 3 tenses together
 Using verbs with “vous”
 Different opinion phrases to
add variety to what you say

Can you apply these skills to life situations and
exam conditions?

Future aspirations,
study and work
Are you able to talk about
global issues & actions
using the subjunctive?
Are you able to talk about
family and socialising (social
networks – (dis)advantages?

Do you know a range of
typical foods, festivals &
traditions from French
speaking countries?

Daily life and
cultural life

 Present continuous
 Stem changing verbs

REVISION

Can you describe your
school, talk about rules
& problems?

Can you apply knowledge
of what learnt in exam
conditions?

School
Can you describe
features of your region,
talking about problems
& future plans?

Local area
Can you give an account
of a holiday using 3 tenses
together?

 Reflexive verbs
 Present perfect
 Idioms

Are you able to talk about
past and future holiday plans?

Mastery in Year 9


Imperfect tense



Conditional tense



Direct object pronouns



Simple Future



Near future



Reflexive verbs



Comparative/superlative



‘Il faut’

Are you able to talk about
your family and your
hobbies?

Are you able to talk about your hobbies and
ask someone to meet up?

Past tense regular and
irregular verbs



Present tense (irregular
verbs)



Negatives



Near future



Opinions



Reflexive verbs



Modal verbs (can/must)



The superlative

Can you describe your
house/flat?

My house

Can you describe your town and
what one can do there?

Definite/Indefinite articles



Verb conjugation



Present tense



Near future tense



Numbers



Opinion/Reasons



The time

Can you mention various jobs
and what you will later do in
life?

Can you describe your
personality and your passions
in life?

Can you describe a visit
to Paris?

Myself

Can you describe where you go
and would like to go on holiday?

Term 3

Term 2

Gender agreements



Health and fitness

Can you describe your
talents and your ambitions?

Mastery in Year 7


Cultural project

Can you talk about your lifestyle?

My life

Mastery in Year 8


Mastery, Grammar
& projects/M1 GCSE

Holidays

Mastery, Grammar
& projects

Can you talk about your spare
time and what you did
yesterday?

Describe your family and your pets.

Can you tell the time and describe what food
you like eating?

Term 1

School
Can you say what you do in your
spare time?

Introduction to French

Can you talk about your favourite
subjects including opinion phrases
and reasons?

Are you able to introduce yourself
(name, age, birthday, what your
favourite colour is)?

